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WHERE FLOWERS BLOOM, SO DOES HOPE!

We create one-of-a-kind floral arrangements inspired by the seasons and beautiful ingredients.
Here on the farm we grow a variety of native and non-native flowers. We aim to use as much of our

flowers in our designs, but also have access to product from other sources. We specialize in
cultivating flowers that last in the vase and have the quality you crave. 

Our a’ la carte wedding package is perfect for couples who love our fresh-from-the-garden style
but don’t require large arrangements or extensive on-site setup. This option is ideal for clients who

only need personal flowers, centerpieces, and a few focal arrangements. Simply choose the size
and quantity of your personal flowers and centerpieces, and describe your color palette. Leave

the rest to us. 

Our a’ la carte option is not well-suited for couples who want very specific flower types, require an
in-person consultation, or have more complex event design needs. 

We understand how stressful planning your wedding can be. You have so many choices, a lot of
input from others, and it can be difficult to truly evaluate the cost of things. We want this

experience to be fun, not overwhelming. 

We have tried to streamline the process of choosing your wedding flowers by offering a limited
selection of garden-style arrangements, from flowers grown on the farm. We can also purchase a

select variety of flowers from other sources, should we not have them available and/or do not
grow them ourselves. Our pricing is transparent  in order to help you plan and stay within your

budget. 
 

Orders are available for pickup during pre-arranged times at the farm in Pickerington. Delivery is
available for an additional fee. Please note that a’la cart weddings require a $500 minimum order. 

On the following pages you will find everything you need to get started. If you don’t see what you
are looking for, please don’t hesitate to reach out and we can create a custom order that will fit

your needs. We look forward to partnering with you as you plan your special day. 

                                        Laura Coholich (Owner)  and Carol Smith (Designer)



Lush Bridal bouquet $150
       Deluxe garden inspired bouquet, larger
       cascade and specialty bouquets start
       at $200

Bridesmaid's bouquet $95
      Petite version of bride’s bouquet

Pettie bridesmaid’s bouquet $65
       Perfect for a toss bouquet, flower 
        girl or junior bridesmaid

Boutonniere $17
       Floral accents for gentlemen

Corsages wrist $35, pin on $25
       Wearable floral accents for ladies 

Flower girl tossing petals $10 
    



Floral Chair Decor or accent $40
       Small bundles of seasonal blooms that
       can be hung on chairs or a hook. 

Statement piece $125
      Large dramatic piece suitable for a focal
      table, entry way, or altar. 

Cake flowers $35
       Small grouping of loose flowers to
       decorate your cake with. 

Lush garden centerpiece $85
       Lush garden-style centerpiece perfect
       for a round table, bar, or side table.

Small bottle/mason jar arrangement $30
       Perfect for cocktail table, center piece
       to accent other decor or additional
       small table tops

Loose bucket of flowers (50 stems) $40-60
(based on floral variety)
       Perfect if you are feeling creative and
       wish you design your own floral pieces.
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If you are planning a large event, we want
to make your vision a reality. We will
arrange a private consultation with our
designer, Carol Smith, who has over 40
years of floral industry experience. Bring
your vision boards, dreams, and ideas. We
will work within your budget to create the
wedding design you are envisioning. 

We are happy to offer day of event
installation and delivery within the greater
Columbus area. Pricing for delivery and
installation will be based on the total
budget and time for labor installation. 

We will utilize a variety of flowers grown on
the farm, in addition to flowers sources
from other vendors. You are not limited to
the flower varieties that are currently in
season on the farm. With a year’s notice,,
we are happy to grow your floral choices
for your event, if possible. 






